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On The Farm…

pastures currently have fescue “seed heads” popping
up above the underlying grass. Cattle spend 8-10
hours a day grazing and find the seed heads to be annoying to have to get around to get to the grass. They
are also potentially problematic in that they irritate the
calves eyes which can result in pink-eye, which can be
a serious problem in cattle. So… we mow with the
mower height set very high to clip off the seed heads
and leave as much grass as possible!

We’ve never used any of these techniques and we never will! You can be assured that when you buy beef
from Five Oaks Beef, it will be natural, healthy and
delicious! You have our word on it.
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“The Life Cycle Of A
Steak”. Here is is whole
process.

Five Oaks Beef Availability…

The Five Oaks Beef Ribeye that you may be grilling
tonight actually began with the breeding and concepAs most of you know, many of our customers order
beef even before we have it in stock, which is great for tion of a calf, more often than not, a bull calf. We
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duce a carefully formulated amount of a blend of
Another is to wean early and feed massive amounts of
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grain throughout the calf’s life. This usually results in
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Beef you can trust!

increases flavor and tenderness! At about 20 months
of age the steer is harvested and the beef is dry aged
for at least 14 days. The 14 days reduces water content by about 10%, leaving concentrated flavor in the
natural juices of the meat. Your great Five Oaks Beef
Ribeye is now cut from the rib section, individually
vacuum packed and quick frozen to preserve freshness
and overall quality for 9 to 10 months!

The ritual begins with a general ‘sizing up’ of one animal by the other and then is followed by a lot of ‘head
pushing’. Head pushing is not at all like ‘head butting’. With cattle, the two animals rather gently put
their foreheads together and try to push each other out
of the way testing each other’s strength.
One animal will gain control temporarily and cause the
other to back up. With foreheads in contact, he or she
can push the other for 15 or 20 yards and then with a
burst of strength, the other can gain control and stop
it’s retreat and begin pushing. It can go like this at
times for up to an hour, which seems to be a test of
stamina.
At some point, one animal, probably as a result of exhaustion, concedes and the winner has positioned himself or herself above the vanquished in the herd
hierarchy.

If you have been tallying up the time involved, you
should find that your steak first began about 33 to 34
months before you started the grill! Yes, almost three
years! This means that we are planning now for what
we think our beef needs will be three years from now!

Did You Know…
Cattle have no upper teeth but instead a smooth ‘dental
plate’ against which the lower teeth grind and shred
forage. This makes grazing much easier for them.

The Hierarchy Of The Herd…
Cattle live collectively as a herd, derive security from
the herd and become very uncomfortable when they
are separated from it. The herd is very hierarchical
with clear leaders and followers. In fact, each member
of the herd occupies a particular place in the herd hierarchy. An animal’s position in the herd hierarchy is
established based primarily on a ritual of strength and
once established, rarely changes.
The ritual occurs when an animal currently in the herd
wishes to elevate itself or a new animal is introduced
into the herd.

Beef you can trust!

